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When using the words archive and fanfiction together in the same sentence, a person may 

think less of traditional archives, and more of popular fanfiction websites such as ‘An Archive 

of Our Own’. With the increased popularisation of fandom and fanfiction in the 21
st

 century 

through the advent of social media, many believe fanfiction itself to be a modern creation. 

However, after being given the opportunity to explore the Shakespeare Collection at the 

Library of Birmingham archives, I now understand that the artform of fanfiction has been in 

existence for centuries. 

 

 

What has inspired this exhibition is a book published in 

1851 by author Mary Cowden Clarke entitled ‘The 

Girlhood of Shakespeare’s Heroines’. The book contains a 

series of fifteen novellas, each telling the story of the 

childhood of one of Shakespeare’s female leads. This 

includes characters such as Juliet, Lady Macbeth and 

Ophelia. This exhibition includes extracts from the stories 

of ‘Desdemona; the Magnifico’s Child’ and ‘Viola; the 

Twin’. More broadly however, this exhibition looks at how 

fanfiction, both in this book and in its current uses today, 

has often been utilised as a feminist form for literary 

expression. 

 

 

The works of Shakespeare include many memorable female parts, just some of whom have 

already been mentioned. Mary Cowden Clarke more than most understood this, as an expert 

and appreciate of Shakespeare’s work, having published ‘The Complete Concordance to 

Shakespeare’ as a volume in 1845. The memorability of these characters though, often does 

not stem from any overwhelming amount of agency they are given in their respective texts, nor 

from the rationality of their characters. It is in creating such characters that Shakespeare’s work 

allowed for Cowden Clarke’s. That these heroines were pre-existing characters written by 

Shakespeare provided the novel with the literary legitimacy to exclusively explore the lives of 

female protagonists. Nevertheless, the desire to explain and give context to the behaviours of 

the female characters in Shakespeare’s plays existed because the playwright often neglected to 

do so himself. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, what can be said for the content of the novellas? The writing in the book itself is not 

explicitly feminist, rather it often expresses the heroines’ childhood through what would be 

considered acceptable standards of Victorian femininity. In the extract from Viola’s girlhood 

the author writes that even as a young girl Viola desired most as a present from her father the 

courtship of Orsino, after being informed that he was handsome young man. However, this is 

not to remove merit from the characterisations, as they do provide more depth to these 

heroines. In the story of Desdemona, we are helped to understand why she is written as such 

an unrealistically angelic character through learning more about the relationships she had with 

her mother and her maid; both of whom are only briefly mentioned within ‘Othello’ yet are 

here given character and agency. The insecurity of Viola is too given reason through 

exploration of the traumatic events within her childhood, and the favouritism placed upon her 

brother Sebastian due him being male. What is most significant is that in all these stories the 

reader sees how the events of childhood impacted each character, and so we understand how 

these girls felt about their circumstances up to the point of them entering their respective plays. 

By understanding the mindset of each character when they are canonically introduced to us, 

Mary Cowden Clarke shows her adept knowledge of Shakespeare’s characterisation, and 

moreover, her additions enabled more people to share her insight into these heroines.



If we are to understand how this book relates to feminism in fanfiction more broadly, we 

should only have to look to the preface of the novel. Cowden Clarke states the purposes of her 

novellas are to ‘combine much matter of interesting speculation, afford scope for pleasant 

fantasy, and be productive of entertainment in the various narratives’. It is the idea of ‘pleasant 

fantasy’ which has incited this exhibition, as I believe this to be a whimsical phrase which 

answers how women have used fanfiction as a feminist artform. Writing and reading fanfiction 

is a more common interest of women than it is of men, and I believe the draw to this literary 

form is that it is a space where women and girls are able to express agency - not only through 

characters they adapt but through the ability to write. Literature is a space which from Mary’s 

time to our current time remains dominated by male writers and protagonists, with books 

featuring a male lead and author statistically likely to sell more copies than books with a female 

author or protagonist. Cowden Clarke herself published her novels under then masculine or 

gender-neutral pen names of ‘M.H.’ and ‘Harry Wandsworth Shortfellow’. Through adapting 

beloved characters (often) legitimised through their male authorship, women have been able to 

engage in a ‘pleasant fantasy’ where female characters are protagonists with agency and context 

behind their actions. Clarke also writes in her preface that she is doing what Shakespeare 

himself did when writing: he ‘took the story from the old chronicles, and modelled it after his 

own fashion’. Like Shakespeare added his expertise to the stories he adapted, Cowden Clarke 

adds her expertise and perspective as a female author and intellectual. Furthermore, it is in this 

fashion, of adding women’s experiences and perspectives to existing works that feminism has 

been given a place in literature through fanfiction, both historically and present. 

 

 

 

 

 


